




Before first call: Before later calls:
call lookup call address of method
address of selector dass of receiver

Figure 1: In-line caching in SOAR: sender.

loadc (r14)classOffset,r6 ; Fetch class of receiver into r6
%load (r15)0,r5 ; Load class of last receiver
%trap3 ne, r5,r6 ; Trap if classes not equal

Figure 2: In-line caching in SOAR: called method's prologue.

is compiled into an integer addition. The tags on SOAR values distinguish
integers from pointers, and the hardware checks that the operands of an
addition are, in fact, integers, causing a trap if they are not.

For a send involving an ordinary operator (or selector, to use the Small-
talk term), the compiler produces the following two-word sequence shown
on the left of Figure 2. When this is executed, the routine lookup determines
the address of the code for the appropriate method, which depends on the
selector and the class of the first operand (the receiver). It gets the selector
from the return address of the call, and the receiver from its standard
location in register 6. As a side-effect, it changes the initial sequence to the
following. Subsequent executions of this code, therefore, go directly to the
method found on the previous encounter.

Of course, should the call turn out to be used polymorphically, the above
scheme alone will cause erroneous results on subsequent executions of the
call. Therefore, the sendee verifies each cached send with the prologue
shown in Figure 2. If the trap is taken, the trap handler can interpolate a
call to lookup, fetching the necessary selector from a known location relative
to the trap instruction (just before the 'loadc' instruction 2).

SOAR handles sends to the superclass differently. However, since these
are quite rare, they can be ignored for the purposes of this paper.

The code sequences above yield an overhead of 8 machine cycles for a
send and matching return (1 for the call itself, 2 for the return, 2 for each

2'Loadc' is a special "load class" instruction whose purpose is to catch the case where
the receiver is an integer, and therefore does not have its class within it. I will ignore this
issue for the purposes of this paper.
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load, and 1 for the trap), assuming that the cache hits. Ungar's figures
[7] indicate that roughly 8% of execution time is spent in the prologue
alone in the larger standard Smalltalk-80 benchmarks. The figure is 22%
if we restrict measurement to user code-code generated by the compiler,
as opposed to runtime support routines. His figures imply that if the costs
of the call and return are included, the total minimum call overhead on
cached methods amounts to 13% of execution time, or 35%, considering
just user code.

3 Effects of Possible Changes to the SOAR
Architecture

One could imagine trying to improve SOAR's call overhead using various
schemes for bundling the entire call sequence and method prologue into a
single complex call instruction. However, this approach would drastically
change the flavor of the architecture. In this section, I'll consider changes
that maintain the "RISCness" of SOAR. SOAR follows the RISC philoso-
phy in that it has a simple, microcode-like instruction set and its support
of high-level languages consists only of providing a variety of simple tag
checks that can be performed in parallel with other operations.

First, consider the possibility of changing the representation of the in-
line cache to put checking at the call site. To do so, we first change the
representation of an object's class in its header to be an integer index
into a class table. The sole purpose of this change is to make it feasible
to represent a class in the immediate field of a RISC instruction. Figure 3
shows possible new before-and-after call sequences. Here, the previous class
for each call is stored in the instruction that tests that the class has not
changed. This saves two cycles per dynamic call, at the cost of increasing
the size of each call by 50%. However, Ungar's data indicates that the
resulting change in image size would be small.

When the cache misses and the trap is taken, the trap handler can find
the selector to use for the look up operation by following the call to its
destination. As before, the selector can be stored in the word preceding the
call target.

There is a slight awkwardness imposed by this scheme. SOAR imme-
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Before first call: Before later calls:
call lookup loadc (r6)classOffset,rt
address of selector %trap3 ne,r6,previous class
nop call address of method

Figure 3: An alternative in-line caching technique.

Before first call: Before later calls:
call lookup tagtrap ne,r6,previous class
address of selector call address of method

Figure 4: In-line caching with bigger tags.

diates are 12 bits long, which might seem to accomodate a moderately
generous 4096 classes. However, the upper 4 bits of the immediate go to
specifying the tag. If one is willing to tolerate an odd encoding for the class
index (in which the upper 4 bits and lower 8 bits are significant) this need
not matter. The major impact occurs when one must find the actual class
object. An alternative is to change the SOAR architecture so to eliminate
tagged immediates. Ungar suggests that this would slow SOAR down by
10%, but it is not clear that he considered all possible work-arounds, such
as keeping the common immediates like nil in global registers.

It is more interesting to consider a more radical change. In the SPUR
system [3], the 8-bit tags are not part of the 32 bit data portion of a word,
so that an entire word is 40 bits long. Tags serve essentially the same
purpose as in SOAR-that of allowing easy checks of data types. However,
they can carry 6 bits of type information. Suppose that we extend the type
information to 14 bits 3 and carry a type index with every object. Now a
call may be implemented as shown in Figure 3. Here, the checking overhead

for a cached call has been reduced to a single cycle. The new instruction
'tagtrap' compares an immediate field against the tag part of a register.

3 1n fact, the current implementation of SPUR actually uses an entire 64-bit word to

carry 40 bits. This, however, was purely a matter of expedience in the development of a
first implementation of the architecture.
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4 Dynamic Open Coding

At this point, we have eliminated all but 1 cycle of the checking overhead for
cached calls. This still leaves the overhead of the bare call-return sequence
itself. This overhead would be inconsequential if it were not for the tendency
for Smalltalk code to contain many sends.

A traditional way of dealing with the overhead of calls to small proce-
dures is to open-code these procedures, placing a copy of the body of the
procedure, suitably modified, at the call site. With suitable care, the same
strategy may be adopted in SOAR, but with the expansion taking place at
execution time.

Some obvious candidates for this strategy are the "pseudo-primitive"
methods. In the standard Smalltalk-80 virtual machine, these are methods
whose bodies are encoded in their headers, and which do nothing but return
the receiver or return an instance variable. In each of these cases, the body
of the method, exclusive of call and return, consists of a single SOAR
instruction. Consider the right-hand code sequence in Figure 3. Instead
of a call, the routine lookup can insert the actual single instruction to
be executed (suitably modified to account for being used in the sender's
context.) The compiler would recognize cases where this is possible and
indicate to lookup that the substitution is desired by a suitable flag in the
method. The resulting call overhead would then be a single cycle.

This approach complicates the handling of cache misses, since the ad-
dress of the method is no longer immediately available at the call site.
One solution is to provide a separate data structure in which to store a
mapping of call sites to method selectors. The effect of this on the time
required to handle cache misses is uncertain, since it depends on how often
such pseudo-primitive sends are polymorphic.

Pseudo-primitive methods are not the only ones that might benefit from
open codings. Any method whose body, exclusive of calls and returns,
consists of a single instruction might be handled by the same technique,
assuming the compiler determines this to be safe. Certain chains of calls,
in which the body of the called method consists of a send to the receiver of
the same arguments in the same order, may be eliminated by this technique.
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5 Discussion

The purpose of the above exercise was to explore some architectural al-
ternatives to compile-time type inference and user type declarations. By
reducing the overhead of a non-polymorphic call from 8 cycles to 4 cycles,
we reduce the total time spent in the check-call-return sequence from 13%
of total execution time to 7.5%, and from 35% of execution time for user
code to 17.5%. About 33% of all sends in SOAR (D'Ambrosio) are pseudo-
primitive, and for these, at least, we can reduce the overhead to a single
cycle.

This is not to say that compile-time type analysis along the lines of the
Classy system [4] is unnecessary. Open coding a call realizes only part of the
possible optimization of that call. Constant folding, register allocation, and
other classical techniques can in some cases squeeze a great deal more speed
out of a program. Rather, I have tried to show that there are substantial
gains to be made by relatively straightforward modifications to the SOAR
architecture.
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